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Group Health 2003
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Agenda

• Group Health Health Profile • ghc.org
• Kaiser Permanente • kp.org
• Process Walk - Secure e-mail
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Welcome to Group Health
• Consumer governed, not for profit

financing and care delivery system

• 537,000 patients
• 892 Medical Staff
• 25 Medical Offices, 2 Hospitals
• Washington and North Idaho
• Contracts with 9,100 practitioners
and 39 hospitals
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MyGroupHealth for Adults: Continuing to Roar
144,855 Enhanced Services Members as of November 30, 2007
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46%
Eligible Adults
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Health Profile

Create your own path to
wellness based on Your
Health Profile.
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Health Profile – Member Report

Scroll down to
read additional
feedback.
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Health Profile – Member Report

Specific patient feedback
and links to self
management support
tools on MyGroupHealth.
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Health Profile – Provider Experience
!Health Profile data migrated in real time to Epic
after completion
!Health profile data & automated
recommendations summarized in streamlined
provider report
!Decision-support resources embedded in provider
report
!Discrete data elements also migrate directly into
corresponding sections of Epic
!Provider teams are immediately notified of
patients with report poorly-controlled chronic
conditions with in-basket message
!No in-basket sent messages for lifestyle risks
!All past reports (member & provider) archived in
Epic for tracking over time
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Anticipating needs, before they come to see us
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Shifting demand
Telephone call and visit volume changes after PHR Implementation
Kaiser Permanente, Northwest Region
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P< .01

Zhou Y, Garrido T, Chin H, Wiesenthal A,
Liang L. Patient Access to an Electronic
Health Record With Secure Messaging:
Impact on Primary Care Utilization. Am J
Manag Care 2007;13:418.

Visits
P< .003
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Not just technology: Leadership
Toyota Management System
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The Shop Floor Tour

Genchi Genbutsu: Go
and observe a situation
yourself so that you can
understand it. Toyota
managers commonly
watch a business
process take place and
then ask “why” over and
over until they
understand it.
Don Kemper, MPH, Molly Mettler, (CEO and SVP of Healthwise, Inc.), and
Matt Handley, MD, Assoc. Medical Director of Quality&Informatics
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Patient Centered Health Information Technology (PCHIT)
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« New Pew Data on How People with Special Needs Use the Internet

October 2007

Information Maze vs. Information Therapy »

Small Practice, big ideas
I spent my last day in New York shadowing in one of Institute for Family Health’s smallest
practices - two physicians and a nurse practitioner. Like the other practices in the system,
this one is busy, taking scheduled patients and walk-ins. And like the others, it is fully
enabled using an electronic health record. Pictures are below. Click on any to see full size.
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Basics
About
I saw the art of family medicine here, which is that regardless of the time pressures always
faced in medicine, physicians are able to focus and be there for their patients. The physician
I saw practice on this day had a really nice rapport with her patients and I noticed was able
to connect with them on topics important to them outside of health care - trips they might be
taking, or significant family issues. This is always great to see in the context of an
electronically enabled practice - doctors can still be doctors. The other significant thing for me
was the kindness of the patients in their willingness to let me learn about their relationship
with their doctor by watching the interaction. The several that I observed were welcoming
after an informed consent was obtained by their physician.
Also, a new best practice for me (I think) - sitting while shadowing. I have traditionally stood
in a corner to be as unobtrusive as possible, but it was brought to my attention that my height
may be a little imposing in the exam room. I liked it - more at the level of the patient, and
more blended in. With great thanks to the 13th street practice.
What about the PHR? I was informed that this practice is diligent about sending patients
results and other important health information, which made me think about the value of a
personal health record here. What if patients could retrieve their own information,
accompanied by information about each test automatically (Information Therapy)? It was
important for me to come visit and see that reality for this practice. I think there could be win
here in physicians empowering patients to become informed about their own care on their
own time. One issue this system will face is in their use of external ancillaries, such as lab
and radiology. The PHR may force the issue of establishing a solid interface to both, and this
is a good thing - the patients will expect their data to be available to them and to their
provider. Everyone wins.
Later in the day, I met with Karen Nelson, MD, MPH, the CEO of Unite HERE Health
Center. The facility is beautiful and modern (see pictures below), and also fully electronic,
using the General Electric Centricity Product.
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Recent Comments
"I think in the era of the electronic
health record..." (Ted Eytan on
Small Practice, big ideas)
"Ted, You make the good point
that working with the computer..."
(Josh Seidman on Small Practice,
big ideas)
"I agree that this study lays out the
rationale for..." (Ted Eytan, MD on
New Pew Data on How People
with Special Needs Use the
Internet)
"Definitely, Josh. Stay tuned… "
(Ted Eytan, MD on Institute for
Family Health, New York)
"Ted, Thanks for giving such a
good sense of the practice–I..."
(josh on Institute for Family Health,
New York)

Recent links
Major U.S. payers support
Patient-Centered Primary
Care Collaborative
Picking up steam - a way to
support these activities in every
day practice

Plan • Do • Check • Act | DO

pchit.org
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The future gets brighter....
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